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Sometimes a prior or guess value & of a parameter 8 is available. It is found that 
shrinkage estimators $, = lia^ + ( 1- k ) & are more efficient than the unbiased estimator 
8 around 8 = &. A value of k (0 < k < 1) is chosen depending on the Faith one has 
in the guess value 8,,. This paper considers a prior assumption that ( I -p) is the 
probability that the scale parameter 8, of a Weibull distribution (with known shape 
parameter), has the guessed value 8,, and the rest of the probability mass p (0 < 6, cc: 11, 
is distributed as an exponential density. With rhis prior density the Bayes estimator 
19,~ is obtained first and the Bayesian shrinkage estimator of fl is then defined by 
replacing 8,, in i, by &,. The mean squared error comparison of the proposed 
estimator with MLE. ordinary shrinkage and the ordinary Bayes estimators sho%s 
that it is better than the last two if the shrinking factor and the prior density 
parameters are properly chosen. 
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Genetic components of variance and certain other parameters which are functions 
of these components are of vital importance for the breeder. Various mating designs 
are being employed to obtain information on these components. Simple designs 
like NC’ designs and di:ille’; provide unbiased estimators for additive and dominance 
components in the absence of epistasis. However, absence of epistasis cannot be 
taken for granted. Epistatic components also need to be estimated not only to obtain 
unbiased estimate fur rri and C& but also for their own sake. Higher order mating 
designs such as triallel and double cross mating designs introduced by Rcwlinps 
and Cockerham ( 1962a, 5) do provide estimates for ai. of, and first order epistatic 
components &, u-XI, and &, in the Llbsence of higher order epistasis. I he 
number of crosses (;,I( !I -- I)( n -- 2)( II -3) in the case of double crosses) becomes 
too large to be handed within the resources of the practical breeder when n exceeds 
7. Further, becauhe of the structure of these mod&, lower order (main eiiect 1 
zxnpotrcnts tire estimated with meagre precision, whexrs higher order interaction 
components are estimated more precisely compared to lower order componc!7ts. As 
ti rc>ult me gets more r1egatii.c estimates for loccer order components than higher 
order components. But unfortunately, it is the lower ordeI; design components which 
are of utmost importance for the breeder. Hence the need for partial triallel crosses. 
Hinkelmann’s (1965) PTC has only n’ crosses with n parental lines. As such his 
PTC cannot estimate all the required components. A solution to the paradoxical 
problem lies in the construction of PTC which may give a suficiently large number 
of crosses to estimate all the components and at the same time may be within the 
practical reach of the breeder. 
